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Hey!
Another very busy week. I apologize for not having time after work to do “proper”
Follies the last couple of week. It is just a very hectic time right now.
For one thing, our Grand Auction is this Saturday night. Each year we put on a silent &
live auction which is also a sit-down dinner for over 500 people. This year we have
over 700 items up for bid with 29 or so in the live auction. Some of those items include:
a trip to “Paris” Las Vegas Resort Casino, THREE boats, a round trip to any destination
on the East Coast on a private Lear jet, an autographed cowboy hat from Garth Brooks
(the one he wore at the Enterprise concert this year in Norfolk), Redskins tickets,
private wine tasting parties in your home, catered dinner parties for 50, a week in
Aspen, Colorado, and on and on and on…
Last year we netted over $130,000. We are shooting for $150,000 this year, and I have
no doubt we will make or surpass that amount. Not only is it a great fund-raiser, it is a
GRAND party.

Lots going on “politically” this week, but will have to catch you up on that later. Gotta
run. Will try to do better Follies next week.
Grow in peace and wisdom…
Remember, life is short…we need to make it a good one.
Grow in peace and wisdom.
Your Friday Friend,
Judi Godsey
PS. NOTE OF CAUTION… 20 employees were fired from The New York Times here in
Norfolk for sending lewd and indecent e-mails. (To my knowledge, none of the 20
were on our list - even though some of the attorneys who represent the company
were!) I have asked each and every one of you on this list to tell me if these “Follies”
place you in jeopardy, or even if they offend you. Please understand that they are
intended to be light-hearted and are not mean-spirited in any way. If you are ever
offended, do not hesitate to ask to be taken off the Friday list.
PSS. If you send a joke and I don't use it, it is because it has been used before, and I try
not to repeat. Remember, I have been sending these since August of 1997. You tend to
go through huge numbers of jokes that way.
Disclaimer: When anyone asks if I type all of these jokes, the answer is, "No!" I cut and
paste one evening during the week (30 minutes, TOPS). I don't have time to sit, read,
and retype jokes all day! If you would like to see a small portion of what I actually do,
look up our homepage at www.chcs.pvt.k12.va.us and check out the Soundings section,
a publication I produce four times a year which pretty much recaps most of what I am
involved in.
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Look at this amazing ice sculpture!
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And were you aware of this….
“TIME GOES ON
Believe it or not but 8.02pm on February 20 this year was a historic moment in time. It
was not marked by the chiming of any clocks or the ringing of bells, but at that precise
time, on that specific date, something happened which has not occurred for 1,001 years
and will never happen again.
As the clock ticked over from 8.01pm on Wednesday, February 20, time was, for sixty
seconds only, read in perfect symmetry 2002, 2002, 2002, or to be more precise - 20:02,
20/02, 2002.
This historic event will never have the same poignancy as the 11th hour of the 11th day
of the 11th month which marks Armistice Day, but it is an event which has only ever
happened once before, and is something which will never be repeated. The last
occasion that time read in such a symmetrical pattern was long before the days of the
digital watch and the 24-hour clock -- at 10.01am on January 10, 1001. And because the
clock only goes up to 23.59, it is something that will never happen again.
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State Mottos
Alabama: Hell Yes, We Have Electricity
Alaska: 11,623 Eskimos Can't Be Wrong!
Arizona: But It's A Dry Heat
Arkansas: Litracy Ain't Everything
California: By 30, Our Women Have More Plastic Than Your Honda
Colorado: If You Don't Ski, Don't Bother

Connecticut: Like Massachusetts, Only The Kennedy's Don't Own It Yet
Delaware: We Really Do Like The Chemicals In Our Water
Florida: Ask Us About Our Grandkids
Georgia: We Put The "Fun" In Fundamentalist Extremism
Hawaii: Haka Tiki Mou Sha'ami Leeki Toru (Death To Mainland Scum, But Leave
Your Money)
Idaho: More Than Just Potatoes ... Well Okay, We're Not, But The Potatoes Sure
Are Real Good
Illinois: Please Don't Pronounce the "S"
Indiana: 2 Billion Years Tidal Wave Free
Iowa: We Do Amazing Things With Corn
Kansas: First Of The Rectangle States
Kentucky: Five Million People; Fifteen Last Names
Louisiana: We're Not ALL Drunk Cajun Wackos, But That's Our Tourism
Campaign
Maine: We're Really Cold, But We Have Cheap Lobster
Maryland: If You Can Dream It, We Can Tax It
Massachusetts: Our Taxes Are Lower Than Sweden's (For Most Tax Brackets)
Michigan: First Line Of Defense From The Canadians
Minnesota: 10,000 Lakes... And 10,000,000,000,000 Mosquitoes
Mississippi: Come And Feel Better About Your Own State
Missouri: Your Federal Flood Relief Tax Dollars At Work
Montana: Land Of The Big Sky, The Unabomber, Right-wing Crazies, And Very
Little Else
Nebraska: Ask About Our State Motto Contest
Nevada: Hookers and Poker!
New Hampshire: Go Away And Leave Us Alone
New Jersey: You Want A ##$%##! Motto? I Got Yer ##$%##! Motto Right Here!
New Mexico: Lizards Make Excellent pets
New York: You Have The Right To Remain Silent, You Have The Right To An
Attorney ...
North Carolina: Tobacco Is A Vegetable
North Dakota: We Really Are One Of The 50 States!
Ohio: At Least We're Not Michigan
Oklahoma: Like The Play, Only No Singing
Oregon: Spotted Owl... It's What's For Dinner
Pennsylvania: Cook With Coal
Rhode Island: We're Not REALLY An Island
South Carolina: Remember The Civil War? We Didn't Actually Surrender
South Dakota: Closer Than North Dakota
Tennessee: The Educashun State
Texas: Si' Hablo Ing'les (Yes, I Speak English)
Utah: Our Jesus Is Better Than Your Jesus
Vermont: Yep
Virginia: Who Says Government Stiffs And Slackjaw Yokels Don't Mix?
Washington: Help! We're Overrun By Nerds And Slackers!
Washington, D.C.: Wanna Be Mayor?
West Virginia: One Big Happy Family... Really!
Wisconsin: Come Cut The Cheese

Wyoming: Where Men Are Men ... and the sheep are scared!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
...Sign up today, please.
Enron executives in our very own country are living at or just below the
seven-figure salary level. And, as if that weren't bad enough, they will be
deprived of it as a result of the bankruptcy and current SEC investigation.
But now, you can help! For only $20,835 a month, about $694.50 a day
(that's less than the cost of a large screen projection TV) you can help an
Enron executive remain economically viable during his time of need. This
contribution by no means solves the problem, as it barely covers their
per diem, ...but it's a start!
Almost $700 may not seem like a lot of money to you, but to an Enron exec
it could mean the difference between a vacation spent sucking ass in DC,
golfing in Florida or a Mediterranean cruise. For you, seven hundred dollars
is nothing more than rent, a car note or mortgage payments. But to an Enron
exec $700 will almost replace his per diem.
Your commitment of less than $700 a day will enable an Enron exec to buy
that home entertainment center, trade in the year-old Lexus for a new Ferrari,
or enjoy a weekend in Rio.
HOW WILL I KNOW I'M HELPING?
Each month, you will receive a complete financial report on the exec you
sponsor. Detailed information about his stocks, bonds, 401(k), real
estate, and other investment holdings will be mailed to your home.
You'll also get information on how he plans to invest his golden
parachute.
Imagine the joy as you watch your executive's portfolio double or triple!
Plus upon signing up for this program, you will receive a photo of the exec
(unsigned -- for a signed photo, please include an additional $50.00). Put the
photo on your refrigerator to remind you of other peoples' suffering.
HOW WILL HE KNOW I'M HELPING?
Your Enron exec will be told that he has a SPECIAL FRIEND who just wants
to help in a time of need. Although the exec won't know your name, he will be
able to make collect calls to your home via a special operator just in case
additional funds are needed for unexpected expenses.
YES, I WANT TO HELP!
I would like to sponsor an Enron executive. My preference is checked below:
[ ] Mid-level Manager
[ ] Director
[ ] Vice President (Higher cost; please specify which department)
[ ] President (Even higher cost; please specify which department)
[ ] CEO (Contribution: Average Enron janitor monthly salary x 700)
[ ] Entire Company
[ ] I'll sponsor an Exec most in need. Please select one for me.
* It's just that easy? do it now!
Please charge the account listed below $___________ per day and send me a

picture of the Enron executive I have sponsored, along with my very own
Enron "Keep America Strong" - Sponsor an Enron Exec: Ask Me How!"
t-shirt to wear proudly.
Your Name: _______________________ Telephone
Number:_______________________
Account Number:_______________________ Exp.Date:_______
[ ] MasterCard [ ] Visa [ ]American Express [ ] Discover
Signature: _______________________
Mail completed form to "The Invisible Hand" or call 1-900-2MUCH now to enroll
by phone. Note: Sponsors are not permitted to contact the executive they have
sponsored, either in person or by other means including, but not limited to,
telephone calls, letters, e-mail, or third parties.
Keep in mind that the executive you have sponsored will be much too busy
enjoying his free time, thanks to your generous donations.
Contributions are not tax-deductible.
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